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As the Presidential Administrations agenda shifts 

to DACA, and the border wall the Company again 

provides strategic legislative guidance in line with 

the Quantum - Trump border walls positive 

economic reapplication globally. Taking a closer 

look a major factor contributing to immigration 

from Mexico to the U.S. is economic opportunity. It is a little known fact that Mexico citizens on average pay 

15-25% more in energy than citizens of the U.S. As the current global economic paradigm continues down the

path of technological innovation the barrier to entry for the Mexico economy to participate remains 

unnecessarily high. Many times these economic barriers are made in the shadow of patriotic and nationalistic 

frustration. This Presidential Administration has begun to take a more inclusive innovative approach in line 

with the light of United States Constitution setting in place an incentivized merit based system. The Company 

begins to address what the incentivized merit based system, DACA Balanced Dream Act, could possibly look 

like in the economic context of the Quantum - Trump border wall. The solar panels on the 2,000 mile border 

wall will have the ability to initially generate 242Trillion kWh or $291B USD of energy per year using 10ft of 

solar panels on one side of the wall at .12 cents per kWh. This allows Mexico to stabilize energy prices 

curtailing migratory economic imbalances optimizing Mexico's economy. This allows Mexico to significantly 

contribute to the current global economic paradigm of technological innovation allowing potential candidates 

to meet the DACA Balanced Dream Act's specific merit based criteria for U.S. consideration. In other words, 

the Quantum Trump border wall creates the conditions for 

economic stability in Mexico so the pressures attributed 

to citizens of Mexico migrating to the U.S. are reduced. 

So if the economic conditions in Mexico become the 

same or very similar to the U.S. what incentive does a 

citizen of Mexico have to migrate? Exactly, not much. 
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This isn't rocket science, this is common sense 

economics that has been overlooked for 

decades. This allows the DACA to shift to the 

DACA Balanced Dream Act in compliance 

with U.S. Constitutional statutory guidelines. 

Citizens of Mexico wishing to migrate to the 

U.S. or companies of Mexico wishing to

become multinationals must comply with the DACA Balanced Dream Act. In the spirit of reciprocity 

maintaining bilateral trade relations this strategy creates a unified stability between the U.S. and Mexico. 

This strategy allows for a more diverse debate around the DACA Balanced Dream Act, or the equivalent 

legislation, with reduced negative sentiment creating the conditions for positive negotiations setting forth 

a balanced unified vision of economic prosperity. Once the Quantum - Trump border wall is in place 

creating new economic stability, questions like granting student visas to illegal immigrants currently going 

to school becomes more clear. The length of the visa should match the years remaining for them to get a 

degree, and upon completion the illegal immigrant in question will be subjected to the DACA Balanced 

Dream Act guidelines for further consideration, and placement in the U.S. The DACA Balanced Dream 

Act is expected to grant work visas to 1/2 of the illegal immigrants who have jobs and no criminal record 

predicated on this merit based criteria. The length of the visa issued under the DACA Balanced Dream 

Act should match an employment contract or a minimum of two years. The illegal immigrants that are 

deported under the DACA Balanced Dream Act will be given advance placement and opportunity in the 

Mexico economy allowing them to reapply what they 

learned while participating in the U.S. economy to 

lead their Country forward. This allows the 

Presidential Administration to potentially shift 25% 

of Mexico's energy consumption saving the economy
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of Mexico approximately $25-$35 Billion 

USD in the first year of the Quantum - 

Trump border walls operation. In this 

context the Presidential Administration's 

DACA Balanced Dream Act equivalent 

legislation creates economic stability 

allowing for optimal immigrant candidate 

selection based on specific merit based

criteria predicated on economic contribution. Half of over the Eight Hundred Thousand illegal immigrants 

are expected to meet or exceed the DACA Balanced Dream Act requirements. The other half will be given 

advance placement within the revitalized economy of Mexico. This strategy does not require Congress to 

create a special path to citizenship for current DACA recipients. The Quantum - Trump border wall in 

parallel with the DACA Balanced Dream Act creates a fair balanced merit based path to U.S. citizenship 

optimizing both U.S. and Mexico economies in accordance with the U.S. Constitution. President Trump 

builds upon DACA's initial Executive Order inception and border wall construction of the previous Obama 

Administration devising the proper inclusive innovative approach to meet the legal framework necessary in 

order to be able to execute an immigration strategy for the 21st Century. The DACA Balanced Dream Act 

in parallel with the Quantum - Trump border wall protect U.S. national security interests optimizing 

border patrol security through solid trade policy. This will not only unlock new energy trade opportunities 

in South America, building upon the success of the DACA 

Balanced Dream Act and Quantum - Trump border wall stabilizing 

economies through energy price stability, but will allow the U.S. to 

take the next step in the war on the import of illegal drugs. This 

balance will offset any type of  emerging economic volatility due to 

energy price shock or hydrocarbon dependency allowing for 

favorable market conditions to take risk in North and South America.
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